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Abstract

We propose to use WordNet in the context of a
news recommendation system on the web. Documents passed over are processed and the relevant
senses are extracted to build a semantic network,
which is used to dynamically predicts new documents. As for disambiguation we use word domain
disambiguation, a technique that relies on domain
labels associated to WordNet synsets. We also
report the results of an experiment that has been
carried out to give a quantitative estimation of the
use of such a content-based user model.
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Introduction

Despite its popularity across the computational linguistics community, WordNet (Miller, 1990), as
well as many other lexical resources, is still scarcely
used in real NLP based applications. One reason
for this is that the granularity of sense distinctions
makes it hard word sense disambiguation. The problem is being addressed following two converging directions. From the resource side, WordNet can be
extended, for instance, adding information that clusters similar senses. From the application side, it is
important to select scenarios where the lost of sense
granularity is not crucial and the bene ts of a sensebased approach are remarkable. This paper explores
both these two directions. We make use of WordNet
domains (Magnini and Cavaglia, 2000), an extension
of WordNet where synsets are clustered by means
of domain labels. As for the scenario, we propose
to improve SiteIF (Stefani and Strapparava, 1998;
Strapparava et al., 2000), an already existent document recommendation system, introducing a sensebased analysis of the documents.
SiteIF is a personal agent for a multilingual news
web site, that takes into account the user's browsing by \watching over the user's shoulder". It learns
user's interests from the requested pages that are analyzed to generate or to update a model of the user.
Exploiting this model, the system tries to anticipate
which documents in the web site could be interesting
for the user.
Many systems (e.g. (Lieberman et al., 1999;

Armstrong et al., 1995; Minio and Tasso, 1996)
that exploit a user model to propose relevant documents, build a representation of the user's interest
which takes into account some properties of words
in the document, such as their frequency and their
co-occurrence. However, assuming that interest is
strictly related to the semantic content of the already
seen documents, a purely word based user model is
often not accurate enough. The issue is even more
important in the Web world, where documents have
to do with many di erent topics and the chance to
misinterpret word senses is a real problem.
In this paper we propose to use a content-based
document representation as a starting point to build
a model of the user's interests. As the user browses
the documents, the system builds the user model
as a semantic network whose nodes represent senses
(not just words) of the documents requested by the
user. Then, the ltering phase takes advantage of
the word senses to retrieve new documents with high
semantic relevance with respect to the user model.
The use of senses rather than words implies that
the resulting user model is not only more accurate
but also independent from the language of the documents browsed. This is particularly important for
multilingual web sites, that are becoming very common especially in news sites or in electronic commerce domains.
The paper also describes an empirical evaluation
of a content-based versus a traditional word-based
user modelling. This experiment shows a substantial improvement in performance with respect to the
word based approach.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
a sketch of the kind of documents the system deals
with and describes how MultiWordNet and the
disambiguation algorithms can be exploited to represent the documents in terms of lexical concepts. Section 3 describes how the user model is built, maintained and used to propose new relevant documents
to the user. Section 4 gives an account of the experiment that evaluates and compares a synset-based
user model versus a word-based user model. Some
nal comments about future developments conclude

CULTURE: GIOTTO- PAID BY
MONKS
TO
WRITE
ANTIFRANCISCAN POETRY

CULTURA: GIOTTO- PAGATO DA
FRATI PER SCRIVERE POESIA
ANTI-FRANCESCANA

Rome,10 Jan. -(Adnkronos)- Giotto
was `paid' to attack a faction of the
Franciscans, the Spiritual ones, who
opposed church decoration in honour
of Poverello di Assisi. This has been
revealed in the research of an Italian
scholar who is a professor at Yale University, Stefano Ugo Baldassarri, who
thinks he has solved the mystery of the
only known poetry by the famous Tuscan painter: the Giotto verses have in
fact always provoked wonder because
they seem to be a criticism of the ideals
of St. Francis and all the more so
since their author was also the man
who painted the famous frescoes of the
Basilica at Assisi. . . .

Roma, 10 gen. -(Adnkronos)- Giotto fu
`pagato' per attaccare una fazione dei
Francescani, quella degli Spirituali, che
si opponevano alla decorazione delle
chiese in onore del Poverello di Assisi.
Lo rivela una ricerca di uno studioso
italiano docente alla Yale University,
Stefano Ugo Baldassarri, che ritiene di
aver svelato il mistero dell'unica poesia
conosciuta del celebre pittore toscano:
i versi giotteschi, infatti, avevano sempre destato meraviglia perche apparivano come una critica agli ideali di San
Francesco, tanto piu' mossa proprio
dall'autore dei celebri a reschi della
Basilica di Assisi.
...

Figure 1: Sample of parallel news texts.
the paper.
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Content Based Document
Representation

The SiteIF web site has been built using a news
corpus kindly put at our disposal by AdnKronos, an important Italian news provider. The corpus consists of about 5000 parallel news (i.e. each
news has both an Italian and an English version)
partitioned by AdnKronos in a number of xed
categories: culture, food, holidays, medicine,
fashion, motors and news. The average length of
the news is about 265 words. Figure 1 shows an
example of parallel (English-Italian) news.
The main working hypothesis underlying our approach to user modelling is that a content based
analysis of the document can improve the accuracy
of the model. There are two crucial questions to address: rst, a repository for word senses has to be
identi ed; second, the problem of word sense disambiguation, with respect to the sense repository, has
to be solved.
As for sense repository we have adopted MultiWordNet (Artale et al., 1997), a multilingual
extension of the English WordNet. The Italian
part of MultiWordNet currently covers about
35,000 lemmas, completely aligned with the English
WordNet 1.6 (i.e. with correspondences to English
senses).
As far as word disambiguation is concerned, we
have addressed the problem starting with the hypothesis that many sense distinctions are not relevant for a document representation useful in user

modelling. This line is also supported by several
works (see for example (Gonzalo et al., 1998)) which
remark that for many practical purposes (e.g. cross
lingual information retrieval) the ne-grained sense
distinctions provided by WordNet are not necessary. To reduce the WordNet polysemy, and, as
a consequence, the complexity of word sense disambiguation, we have used Word Domain Disambiguation (WDD), a technique proposed in (Magnini
and Strapparava, 2000) based on sense clustering
through the annotation of the MultiWordNet
synsets with domain labels. Section 2.1 gives some
details about WDD, while Section 2.2 shows how
WDD is applied to represent documents in our context.
2.1

Word Domain Disambiguation

Word Domain Disambiguation is a variant of Word
Sense Disambiguation where for each word in a text
a domain label (among those allowed by the word)
has to be chosen instead of a sense label. Domain
labels, such as Medicine and Architecture, provide a natural way to establish semantic relations
among word senses, grouping them into homogeneous clusters. Figure 2 shows an example. The
word \book" has seven di erent senses in WordNet 1.6: three of them can be grouped under the
Publishing domain, causing the reduction of the
polysemy from 7 to 5 senses.
In MultiWordNet the synsets have been annotated with one or more domain labels selected from
a set of about two hundred labels hierarchically organized (see (Magnini and Cavaglia, 2000) for the
annotation methodology and for the evaluation of

PUBLISHING

{book#1 - published composition}
{book#2 volume#3 - book as a physical object}

{daybook#2 book#7 ledger#2 - an accounting book as a physical object}

“book”

PUBLISHING RELIGION

{book#6 - book of the Bible}

THEATER
{script#1 book#4 playscript#1 - written version of a play}
COMMERCE
{account_book#1 book#5 ledger#1 - records of commercial account}
FACTOTUM
{record#5 recordbook#1 book#3 - compilation of know facts
regarding something or someone}

Figure 2: An example of polysemy reduction
the resource). This resource currently covers all the
noun synsets, and it is under development for the
remaining lexical categories. For the purposes of a
recommender system we have considered 42 disjoint
labels which allows a good level of abstraction without loosing relevant information (e.g. in the experiments we have used Sport in place of Volley or
Basketball, which are subsumed by Sport).
The domain disambiguation algorithm follows two
steps. First, each word in the text is considered and
for each domain label allowed by that word a score is
given. This score is determined by the frequency of
the label among the senses of the word. At the second step each word is reconsidered, and the domain
label with the highest score is selected as the result of
the disambiguation. In (Magnini and Strapparava,
2000) it is reported that this algorithm reaches .83
and .85 accuracy in word domain disambiguation,
respectively for Italian and English, on a corpus of
parallel news. This result makes WDD appealing
for applications where ne-grained sense distinctions
are not required, such as document user modelling.
2.2

guages including English and Italian. During this
phase the text is rst tokenized (i.e. lexical units
are identi ed), then for each word the possible lemmas as well as their morpho-syntactic features are
collected. Finally part of speech ambiguities are
solved. This is the input for the synset identi cation phase, which is mainly based on the word domain disambiguation procedure described in Section
2.1. The WDD algorithm, for each word (currently
just nouns are considered, due to the limited coverage of the domain annotation), proposes the domain
label appropriate for the word context. Then, the
word synsets associated to the proposed domain are
selected and added to the document representation.
As an example, Figure 3 shows a fragment of the
Synset Document Representation (SDR) for the document presented in Figure 1. Words are presented
with the preferred domain label as well as with the
selected synsets. For readability reasons we show
the synonyms belonging to each synsets in place of
the synset unique identi er used in the actual implementation. In addition, only the English part of
the synset is displayed.

Document Representations

Each document maintained in the SiteIf site is
processed to extract its semantic content. Given
that we relay on MultiWordNet, the nal representation consists in a list of synsets relevant for a
certain document. The text processing is carried out
whenever a new document is inserted in the web site,
and includes two basic phases: (i) lemmatization and
part-of-speech tagging; (ii) synset identi cation with
WDD.
As for lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging
we use the LinguistX tools produced by InXightTM,
which allow to process texts in a number of lan-
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Sense-Based User Modelling

In SiteIF the user model is implemented as a semantic net whose goal is to represent the contextual
information derived from the documents. Previous
versions of SiteIF were purely word-based, that is
the nodes in the net represented the words and the
arcs the word co-occurrences. However the resulting user models were xed to the precise words of
the browsed news. One key issue in automating the
retrieval of potentially interesting news was to nd
document representations that are semantically rich
and accurate, keeping to a minimal level the partic-

Word lemma Domain label Synsets
faction
franciscan
church

Factotum
Religion
Religion

decoration
honour
research
scholar

Factotum
Factotum
Factotum
Pedagogy

professor
mystery
poetry
painter
verse
wonder
criticism
ideal
man
author
fresco
basilica

Pedagogy
Literature
Literature
Art
Literature
Factotum
Factotum
Factotum
Factotum
Literature
Art
Religion

ffaction-2, sect-2g fcabal-1, faction-1, junta-1, junto-1, camarilla-1g
fGray Friar-1, Franciscan-1g
fchurch-1, Christian church-1, Christianity-2g
fchurch-2, church building-1g fchurch service-1, church-3g
fdecoration-3g
faward-2, accolade-1, honor-1, honour-2, laurels-1g fhonor-3, honour-4g
fresearch-1g finquiry-1, enquiry-2, research-2g
fscholar-1, scholarly person-1, student-2g
flearner-1, scholar-2g fscholar-3g
fprofessor-1g
fmystery-2, mystery story-1, whodunit-1g
fpoetry-1, poesy-1, verse-1g fpoetry-2g
fpainter-1g
fpoetry-1, poesy-1, verse-1g fverse-2, rhyme-2g fverse-3, verse line-1g
fwonder-2, marvel-1g
fcriticism-1, unfavorable judgment-1g
fideal-1g fideal-2g
fman-1, adult male-1g fman-3g fman-7g fman-8g
fwriter-1, author-1g
ffresco-1g ffresco-2g
fbasilica-1g

Figure 3: Synset Document Representation for a fragment of text
ipation of the user.
A new version of SiteIF has been realized where
the user model is still implemented as a network
structure, with the di erence that nodes now represent synsets and arcs the co-occurrence of synsets.
The working hypothesis is that the model can help
to de ne semantic chains through which the ltering
has a better chance to catch documents semantically
closer to the topics already touched by the user.
3.1

Modelling Phase

In the modelling phase SiteIF considers the browsed
documents during a user navigation session. The
system uses the document representation of the
browsed news. Every synset has a score that is
inversely proportional to its frequency over all the
news corpus. The score is higher for less frequent
synsets, avoiding that very common meanings become too prevailing in the user model. Likewise, in
the word-based case we considered a word list document representation, where every word has a score
inversely proportional to the word frequency in the
news corpus.
The system builds or augments the user model as
a semantic net whose nodes are synsets and arcs between nodes are the co-occurrence relation (cooccuring presence in a document) of two synsets. Weights
on nodes are incremented by the score of the synsets,
while weights on arcs are the mean of the connected
nodes weights. For each browsed news, the weights
of the net are periodically reconsidered and possibly
lowered, depending on the time passed from the last
update. Also no longer useful nodes and arcs may
be removed from the net. In this way it is possible to consider changes of the user's interests and to
avoid that uninteresting concepts remain in the user
model.

Figure 4 sketches the modelling process showing
an example of user model augmentation.
3.2

Filtering Phase

During the ltering phase, the system compares any
document (i.e. the representation of any documents
in terms of synsets) in the site with the user model.
A matching module receives as input the internal
representation of a document and the current user
model and it produces as output a classi cation of
the document (i.e. whether it is worth or not the
user's attention). The relevance of any single document is estimated using the Semantic Network Value
Technique (see for details (Stefani and Strapparava,
1998)). The idea behind the SiteIF algorithm consists of checking, for every concept in the representation of the document, whether the context in which
it occurs has been already found in previously visited documents (i.e. already stored in the semantic
net). This context is represented by a co-occurrence
relationship, i.e. by the couples of terms included in
the document which have already co-occurred before
in other documents. This information is represented
by arcs of the semantic net.
Here below we present the formula used to calculate the relevance of a document using the Semantic
Network Value Technique:
Relevance(doc)

X
X

=
i

w (i)

 f reqdoc (i) +

2fsyns(doc)g

+
i;j

w (i; j )

 w(j )  f reqdoc (j )

2fsyns(doc)g

where w(i) is the weight of synset-node i in the
UM network, w(i; j ) is the weight of the arc between
i and j .

2 FILTERING PHASE

1 MODELING PHASE
SiteIF considers the user visited
documents in a navigation session
List of synsets

WDD
algorithm

SiteIF compares any site document
with the user model

{operating system, … }
{software, …}

visits

{magnetic disk, …}
{…}
updates the
user model

USER

WDD algorithm

1
{monetary system, …}
{operating system, …}
{operating system, … }

2
2,5

3,5

3

4

1

3

4

5

2

{monetary system, …}

{software, …}

3

3

3

2

4

3

{software, …}

Comparison

1

{metal money, …}
{currency, …}
{…}
List of synsets

{magnetic disk, …}

{monetary system, …}

User Model before the update

User Model after the update

2

RELEVANCE OF THE DOCUMENT

Figure 4: Modelling and Filtering Processes
See gure 4 for a summary sketch of the ltering
process.
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Evaluation

We wanted to estimate how much the new version of
SiteIF (synset based) actually improves the performances with respect to the previous version of the
system (word based). However, setting a comparative test among user models, going beyond a generic
user satisfaction is not straightforward. To evaluate
whether and how the exploitation of the synset representation improves the accuracy of the semantic
network modelling and ltering, we arranged an experiment whose goal was to compare the output of
the two systems against the judgements of a human
advisor.
We proceeded in the following way. First, a test
set of about one hundred English news from the
AdnKronos corpus were selected homogeneously
with respect to the overall distribution in categories
(i.e. culture, motors, etc. . . ). The test set has been
made available as a Web site, and then 12 ITC-irst
researchers were asked to browse the site, simulating
a user visiting the news site. Users were instructed
to select a news, according to their personal interests, to completely read it, and then to select another news, again according to their interests. This
process was repeated until ten news were picked out.
After this phase, a human advisor, who was acquainted with the test corpus, was asked to analyze
the documents chosen by the users, and to propose
new potential interesting documents from the corpus. The advisor was requested to follow the same
procedure for each document set: documents were
rst grouped according to their AdnKronos cate-

gory, and a new document was sought in the test
corpus within that category. If a relevant document
was found, it was added to the advisor proposals,
otherwise no documents for that category is proposed. Eventually, an additional document, outside
the categories browsed by the user could be added
by the advisor. On average, the advisor proposed 3
documents for a user document set.
At this point we compared the advisor proposals
with the results of the two systems. To simulate
the advisor behavior (i.e. it is allowed that for a
given category no proposal is selected), all the system documents whose relevance was less than a xed
di erence (20%) from the best document, were eliminated. After this selection, on average, the system
proposed 10 documents for a user document set.
Standard gures for precision and recall have been
calculated considering the matches among the advisor and the systems documents. Precision is the
ratio of recommended documents that are relevant,
while the recall is the ratio of relevant documents
that are recommended. In terms of our experiment
we have precision = jHjS\jS j and recall = jHjH\Sj j ,
where H is the set of the human advisor proposals
and S is the set of the system proposals.
Table 1 shows the result of the evaluation. The
rst column takes into account the document news,
the second only the AdnKronos categories. We
can note that precision considerably increases (34%)
with the synset-based user model. This con rms
the working hypothesis that substituting words with
senses both in the modelling and in the ltering
phase produces a more accurate output. The main
reason, as expected, is that a synset-based retrieval
allows to prefer documents with high degree of se-

Word-Based UM
Synset-Based UM

News
Precision Recall
0.51
0.21
0.85
0.36

Categories
Precision Recall
0.89
0.40
0.97
0.43

Table 1: Comparison between word-based UM and synset-based UM
mantic coherence, which is not guaranteed in case of
a word-based retrieval.
As for recall, it also gains some points (15%), even
if it remains quite low. However, this does not seem
a serious drawback for a pure recommender system,
where there is no the need to answer an explicit
query (as it happens, for instance, in information
retrieval systems), but rather the need is for an high
quality (i.e. the precision) of the proposals.
5

Conclusions

We have presented a new version of SiteIF, a recommender system for a Web site of multilingual
news. Exploiting a content-based document representation, we have described a model of the user's
interests based on word senses rather that on simply
words. The main advantages of this approach are
that semantic accuracy increases and that the model
is independent from the language of the news.
To give a quantitative estimation of the improvements induced by a content-based approach, a comparative experiment - sense-based vs. word-based
user model - has been carried out, which has showed
a signi cant higher precision in the system recommendations.
There are several areas for future developments.
One point is to improve the disambiguation algorithms which are at the basis of the document representation. A promising direction (proposed in
(Magnini and Strapparava, 2000)) is to design speci c algorithms which consider the synset intersection of parallel news.
A second working direction concerns the possibility to develop clustering algorithms over the senses
of the semantic network. For example, once the user
model network is built, it could be useful to dynamically infer some homogeneous user interest areas.
This would allow to arrange in uniform dynamic
groups the recommended documents.
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